
BC SAP Graphics: Programming Interfaces

The following Help Topics are available:

Introduction

The following topics each describe the function modules you can use to call a particular graphics
program:
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The following sections deal with special function modules. These are the only function modules that
call no graphics program at all. GRAPH_ACTION and GRAPH_DIALOG provide generalized
programming capabilities. GRAPH_RECEIVE is a utility function module for dialog programming.
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Sample Programs are provided for most applications. These programs demonstrate function
module calls and the use of the dialog parameters. You can use these programs as models for
programming your own graphics applications.
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Copyrights

@1994 SAP AG. All rights reserved.

Neither this documentation nor any part of it may be copied or reproduced in any form or by any
means or translated into another language, without the prior consent of SAP AG.

SAP AG makes no warranties or representations with respect to the content hereof and specifically
disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. SAP AG
assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this document. The information
contained in this document is subject to change without notice. SAP AG reserves the right to
make any such changes without obligation to notify any person of such revision or changes. SAP
AG makes no commitment to keep the information contained herein up to date.
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 lntroduction

SAP Graphics is a series of graphics programs that run on SAP workstations. These programs are
listed in the following table.

SAP Graphics programs and what they are used for.
Graphics program name       Graphing capabilities

SAP Business Graphics
SAP Hierarchy
SAP Pushbutton Graphics
SAP Text Matrix
SAP Statistics
SAP Gantt Chart
SAP HPGL Display
SAP Network Graphics
SAP Portfolio Graphics

Diagrams, charts, etc
Hierarchical data
Pushbutton pads,
Text windows
Statistical data in curves
Time planning information
Graphic data in HPGL format
Network graphs
Comparative business trends

ABAP/4 programs running on an R/3 application server can start up these graphics programs on
the frontend and send them data for display.

This guide describes the programming interface between the ABAP/4 program and graphics
program. This interface consists of a set of graphics function modules: most call a particular
graphics program, but a few perform general functions.

These function modules are listed in the following table, according to the graphics program each
calls.

SAP Graphics programs and function modules
Graphics program             Function modules

SAP Business Graphics GRAPH 2D
GRAPH 3D
GRAPH MATRIX 2D
GRAPH MATRIX 3D
GRAPH MATRIX 4D
GRAPH MATRIX
GRAPH BUSG MENU SET

SAP Hierarchy GRAPH_HIERARCHY
GRAPH HIERARCHY MENUE

SAP Pushbutton Graphics GRAPH_BUTTON_MATRIX
GRAPH BUTTON MENUE

SAP Statistics STAT GRAPH
STAT GRAPH REF

SAP Gantt Chart GANTT DIAGRAMM
GRAPH GANTT

SAP HPGL Display GRAPH_HPGL
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SAP Text Matrix TEXT MATRIX

SAP Network Graphics CNET_GRAPHIC_HIERARCHY

CNET GRAPHIC NETWORK

SAP Portfolio Graphics GRAPH_PORT

(none) GRAPH_ACTION

(none) GRAPH_DIALOG
(none) GRAPH_RECEIVE

(none) GET_xxxx_PARAM

The graphics function modules call the relevant graphics program directly (for example
GRAPH_MATRIX_4D). Other function modules perform utility functions and do not call a specific
graphics program (GRAPH_ACTION, GRAPH_RECEIVE, and the GET_xxxx_PARAM modules).
The distinction is important because the utility function modules interact closely with the functions
modules that call a graphics program.

This section contains the following topics:
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